Provocative and unconventional drama about Europe’s
current sociopolitical dilemma told through the allegory
of a crumbling marriage.

SYNOPSIS
Caught between her husband’s greed and her need to
protect her children, Europe feels trapped. In order to
decide her future, she embarks on a journey of self-discovery
through her mind.
The narrative juxtaposes the black & white reality inside
their marital home with her colourful subconscious which
takes her through challenging exteriors and situations.
There, the people she’ll meet will test her limits and her
courage: Rich’s decadent mother, his corrupted friends, his
innocent victims and most importantly his domineering lover
Adam - a man who seems to dictate the fate of many,
including hers.

Love and self-realisation will hold the key to her escape and
ultimately her happiness.
The film addresses Europe’s continuous political, financial
and moral dilemmas through the personal and psychological
study of a woman in crisis.
Looking deeper, questions are asked: Is the recession really
over? Which country pulls Greece by a leash? Who abuses
consumers? Who plays God and with whom? Why is Europe
unable to help some of her children?
Suggestions to these
questions are woven into
the storytelling of this
unrivalled relationship
which takes place
through 7 symbolic days.

Monday

the FANTASY

Tuesday

the REALITY

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Europe’s MIND

Saturday

the DENIAL
the TRAGEDY
the MISTAKE
the CONSEQUENCES

Sunday
the DECISION
Beautiful imagery and
nature lead her towards a
path on which everyone
she meets adds a little cornerstone to her identity. Europe is
searching for a language which will represent her true
nature. She is at a crossroads. She can remain married and
captured in a loveless union, unable to be a mother and
unable to feel things or she can escape and find herself.

The way to freedom is through her mind, like in most
women. Being outside and encountering her fears and

wishes provides a very powerful backdrop, especially when
she’s challenged by everyone she meets.
The VIEW
The view outside their penthouse subtly changes every day
to highlight the events of the cities that are leading the news
at the time. We start from Paris and progress to Madrid,
London, Brussels, New York, Athens and finally a warning
Post-Apocalyptic view that represents total financial
meltdown and corporate take-over. The view outside
highlights society’s predicament and the more they turn a
blind eye to it, the worse it gets.
The PENTHOUSE
The majestic, colourful exterior juxtaposes the
claustrophobic, intimate black and white interior of their
sentient apartment. An apartment designed to reflect our
world and a character in itself.

The more the events from outside and the protests of people
are ignored, the messier the place gets. The decay of
idealism is reflected in the scattered garbage under their
bed. As the mounting filth increases and buries their floor,
the increasingly troubled European psych gets lost in the
chaos.

DIRECTOR’S NOTES
Marriage is not simple. But there is
nothing simple about Europe.
Pushing the narrative is the only way
to explore her.

Allegory
I’ve always been fascinated with allegorical story telling.
Bergman’s Seventh Seal where Antonius Block plays chess
with Death was mind blowing. For me, that scene sealed the

power of film, the avalanche of thoughts and artistic
expressions it generated. Another example is Nic Roeg’s
Don’t look now’ tour de force where the fantastical blends
with the reality and enhances suspense and meaning.

To me that is what cinema is all about. Creating individual art
to provoke, puzzle and reward. Play with various threads,
show both sides of the coin. Using the allegory as a subtext
of the film and allowing it to surface accordingly is
challenging. I would like to think that the audience loves a
challenge and especially in a story that is so well-known to
them, that is about them.
Duality
Because the film is presenting reality but not in a real way,
I’ve tried early on to establish the two threads of the film.
The ‘physical’ thread and the ‘mind’ thread, each with its
own environment, each telling the same story. The first is
where she is trapped and the latter is where she wants to be.
When the two threads eventually meet and interchange, the
new reality leads Europe to a powerful climax.

Invitation to a game
I would like the audience to identity the core of Marriage,
what it means to them. The ball is in their court, as it is often
illustrated in the film. In sculpting the story, I’ve tried to find a
way to explore the language that I felt would suit the visual
representation of a woman’s thinking process. How do you
show a woman’s mind? The word game is not literal. You
don’t have to play anything. You can choose to read the sign
posts or not and even if you don’t, you can still follow the
story pretty clearly. But if you want to find the concealed
political story within the woman’s, you are more than
welcome. It definitely makes the experience more gratifying.
Timely and timeless
Europe is at a sticky point right now, the next few years will
determine a lot, so the parallels make the concept urgent
and timely but also timeless. As timeless
as relationships are.
They say that if a marriage will end it is
often ended by women. That statement,
whether true or not, is pretty telling. I felt I
had to explore that process. What drives
them to that decision, what is the road
they take? And more importantly, what
and who is on that road?

Personal.
It is a personal story. It’s not only
mine but everyone’s personal
story. It’s affecting everyone one
way or another. I didn’t want to be
judgemental or political, I just
wanted to highlight the soul print
of our times but through
personifying the political issues
that are shaping us and placing
them within the context of love,
rage, guilt, forgiveness and hope.

Q&A WITH

KATERINA PHILIPPOU-CURTIS
Q:. What inspired you to make the film, where did
the idea came from?
The idea came after being caught up in the Athens riots
7 years ago and seeing first hand the absolute
devastation that has been inflicted on my country,
Greece. The so called austerity measures that have been
placed there for the so-called benefit of the people have
had brutal consequences on them, still do.

Greece is caught in a vicious circle of unsustainable debt
repayment and it doesn’t look like there is a humane
approach to engage young minds and old hearts in finding a
fair solution. The influx of refugees have impacted on Greece
and largely Europe in a heartbreaking way. The people want
to help, but some governments are raising fences. I felt an
obligation as a filmmaker to document these times of fear.
But I thought telling the story through an allegory would be
different. More fun. And I could be as hard hitting and raw as
I wanted. So I wrote the script centred around that,

highlighting what I thought would be the inevitable split
Europe could face in defining her future. Liberal, open and
free or closed, fearful and trapped?
Q: The film was shot over 4 years under incredibly
challenging conditions with a small crew, yet the final
result shows incredibly high production value. How did
you manage that?
With an insane amount of work and dedication. Let’s be
realistic, to make a film like Marriage with and by total

unknowns would be extremely difficult. We decided to go
for it and give ourselves the time and the freedom to
experiment and create something a little different. Initially
we had shown the script to a producer who had costed it at a
few millions mainly because of its 174 VFX shots. The
narrative was unusual, the theme uniquely ambitious, the
shoot incredibly complicated and the budget for it would
surpass any art-house budget, so things didn’t look too
good. Plus to get names would add a lot to the budget and
no one would fund an unknown female director that amount.
The only way to get it made was if we did it ourselves but
without compromising on the VFX or the overall look of it. I
was lucky that Paul, as producer, VFX Supervisor and
cinematographer is not afraid of a challenge. We saw it as a
learning curve for both of us and also a way to experiment.
We raised enough to pay everyone a minimal fee, apart from
us. The idea was to create a film with the production value

of any industry-funded film yet do it with next to nothing. In
other words, do the impossible. Those VFX would normally
need hundreds of people but we only had two. Paul and his
student trainees Nat and Vadim. And they are as polished as
they come. But they took 4 years. We had dozens of exterior
locations and a crew of 3, sometimes even 2. Apart from 24
days of shooting the flat interiors in a barn/studio back in
2012 where we maxed our crew to 10, everything else was
spread over the next 3 1/2 years. Our living room doubled
for an ADR studio and green screens were placed up for
necessary re-shoots. The creative process of making a film
like this offers immense satisfaction but takes over your life.
A lot of local businesses have offered their help, gave me
locations, opened their doors, allowed us to shoot in their
premises. It was great to see that the story and concept of
the film alone was enough to get people interested and
wanting to be part of it. I feel very humbled and lucky to
have been able to achieve this for
them.
Q: Marriage balances both colour
and black and white sections.
Why did you make that choice
and what do these aesthetics
bring to the story?
Thematically it was absolutely
necessary, for the simple reason that
life inside their apartment is

unhappy, is colourless, is unloving, is brutal and angry and
fundamentally destructive. The way they see the world is
intrinsic, careless and through their eyes even their view is
monochrome - although shades of grey and moodiness of
light is in itself a very reflective medium. When she escapes
into her mind life takes on a different meaning. She sees
beauty and hope and even the memories that she tried to
bury in her daily life with Rich. This aesthetic is vital to her
story and to the dichotomy she faces - much like Europe is
right now: to be open, loving, free, hopeful and colourful or

see things in black and white, polarised, closed off,
uninterested in others and self-absorbed?
Q: How did you approach working with actors whose
characters are embodiments of such abstract political
forms?
My approach with actors is individualistic and
improvisational to start with. We discuss the scene, talk a lot
about ways to play it and they experiment while I gently
nudge their boundaries further. We discuss their characters’

limitations which are usually the
driving force in shaping them. Both
Chris and Miranda, as all actors
involved, saw very early on the
challenge in playing such large,
abstract concepts. How do you play
Europe? How do you play Greed?
How on earth do you play ruthless
acquisitions without building your
profile on a certain type of investment
banker you know? And how do you
play a corporate God, if your notion of
God or the Divine is as far removed
as the core of what you are about to
project? It’s very complex. So we
decided to allow the personal faults of
the characters to pour through but
retain some conceptual elements of
their metaphors to be used according
to the scene. For example, Rich’s
overreaction in places perfectly
mirrors DOW JONES’ or NASDAQ’s
and in those particular scenes the
allegory comes forward and becomes
the integral part of the scene but
without disconnecting from the plot.
People may wonder: why is Europe
overlooking certain things in her

relationship that most women wouldn’t? Why is she focusing
on such and such when certain things are way more serious?
How come she allows her husband to have a lover and not
find this the ultimate reason to divorce?
I need to stress this: the characters are not always functioning
on expectant realistic terms. But as much as they are
symbols they are also human. And in the second part
humanism takes over as Europe gains the strength to see
clearly and allows herself to be a mother again.

Q: The are a few controversial scenes, like the refugee
toddler scene or the consumer rape scene, for example,
which makes you question something as fundamental as
the way you perceive yourself. Were these hard to
shoot?
They were strong scenes but in my book they are so
emotionally powerful and with such a strong social message
that seeing them unravelling in front of me in the conditions
we were shooting was a joy. Both the scenes you mentioned
are very emotive and require the viewer to look in the mirror.
Self analysis and introspection as a result is a positive thing.

Q: How would you describe your approach about
notions of religion in the film?

Q: Tell us about the music and soundtrack of Marriage,
your choice to dress certain scenes with songs and what
brought you to collaborate with Charlie Sinclair?
The music in Marriage is very evocative yet disturbing,
ominous and tender. After every brief, Charlie would come
back with a few options… His main focus was trying to find a
unique voice for the soundtrack that translated the
overriding themes of the film in the simplest possible way.
The texture we decided to move forward with was fairly
minimalistic and electronic with moments of distorted
vocals and emotive strings. The cold, electronic sounds
depicted a modern world built on testosterone-fuelledlust for power. The film is set in a weirdly luxuriousdecorated flat but in it there is little happiness or love, it
just acts as a symbol of achievement. Charlie used vocals
to represent Europe and her internal struggle. Those
haunting and delicate vocals represented her humanity
even when she was buried under layers of oppression.

The religion and worship of money, power and success
comes into question in the film and is manifested through
Adam, the top corporate dog whose many lives depend
upon. His allegory questions the very nature of belief and
devotion. The religion of wealth is seen here as the ultimate
aphrodisiac. When Hank rapes the consumer reciting the
Bible he shows how distorted his moral compass is. It is
common to worship money in a similar way and to use its
acquisition for the ultimate comparison between what is
successful and worthy in life and what is not. You stop
making profit, you cease to exist. The mantra for companies
loud and clear.

Q: What would you like your audience to take away from
the film?

Q: As a writer, what do you think the essence of the film
is about?

I would like them to think of what they saw and think of their
role in it, this is the era we are living, this is the world that my
kids will inherit, does it work? I want them to be aware of the
future we’re creating.

Honesty, realisation and ultimately self-healing love.
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